Weekly Development Updates
This page is outdated, please use Release notes to track the up-to-date progress:

https://wiki.wings.ai/display/WIKI/Release+notes

Week

Summary

17.12.2018 21.12.2018

Light-bridge (redesigning old modal windows, bugs fixing): in progress
Chosen hot-fixes (0 rewards, incorrect penalty): done
Fixing test launching functionality

10.12.2018 14.12.2018

Light-bridge (new modal windows, etc) : in progress
Finishing our work on the new backend: done
Finishing our work on updating access to My Projects Page: done
UI bug fixes (missing borders, changing links, links to project details, photos uploader, minor text changes)
Small tech fixes that ensure quality of code (memory-leak on the frontend side, cache busting, TsLint, update on Angular CLI,
SCSS syntax)
Implementing basic StoryBook

03.12.2018 07.12.2018

Light-bridge (logic, etc) : in progress
Working on the new backend (testing): in progress
Working on updating access to My Projects Page (bugs fixing): in progress
Small tech fixes that speed-up our development (getting index.html for deployed app)

26.11.2018 30.11.2018

Light-bridge: in progress
Working on the new backend: in progress
Working on updating access to My Projects Page: in progress
UI bug fixes

19.11.2018 23.11.2018
12.11.2018 16.11.2018

Speeding up loading time for Wings.ai (Lazy loading, Moving to Angular 6)
Completing "Edit project details" with modal windows

Refactoring of app architecture to make the app more flexible in terms of ability to implement and deploy new features: done
Release #1.19 deployed to main net

05.11.2018 09.11.2018
29.10.2018 02.11.2018

"Edit project details" feature is ready to release. Project creator will be able to edit project till the end of forecasting period.

22.10.2018 26.10.2018

Frontend refactoring to make FE components more flexible: ready to release

15.10.2018 19.10.2018

08.10.2018 12.10.2018

01.10.2018 05.10.2018

24.09.2018 28.09.2018

17.09.2018 21.09.2018

10.09.2018 14.09.2018

03.09.2018 07.09.2018

27.08.2018 31.08.2018

20.08.2018 24.08.2018

Release #1.18 deployed to main net
Frontend refactoring to make FE components more flexible: development is done, in QA
Refactoring of app architecture (backend) to make app more flexible in terms of ability to implement and deploy new features
faster: in progress

Release #1.17 deployed to mainnet
Code freeze for Release #1.18
Translation updates to Spanish, Russian, Italian languages uploaded (release #1.18)
Refactoring of app architecture to make app more flexible in terms of ability to implement and deploy new features faster: in
testing

Release #1.17 is deployed to testnet, ready for deploy to mainnet
Crowdfunding start via UI: development finished, final testing
UI improvements for project page when crowdfunding is configured: in testing
Refactoring of app architecture to make app more flexible in terms of ability to implement and deploy new features faster: in
progress
UI updates to show more comments by default: in testing
Smart contracts updates (ability to set min goal without hardcap, check if rewards are on light bridge balance, ability to finish flow
with 0 rewards): in review

WINGS contract option was removed from create project wizard
Testing of release #1.17
Refactoring of app architecture to make app more flexible in terms of ability to implement and deploy new features faster
Prepared tools to upload bunch of project to wings.ai
Fixed bugs on testnet (it was impossible to start forecasting on testnet)
Crowdfunding start via UI: testing and polishing of UI

Crowdfunding start via UI: implementing improvements for UI
Created a plan for testing automation system and backend components refactoring (goal is to improve system architecture for
increased redundancy and faster development of new features)
Smart Contracts refactoring has been sent for audit
Custom contract icon removed from project card on Fund tab
Implemented UI fixes for project card on Fund tab
Fixed bug with wrong project category on mainnet
Preparing next release

Automatic light bridge deployment feature is ready to release
Final testing and polishing of crowdfunding start via UI
Implemented backend refactoring to make architecture more flexible and make CI/CD (continuous integration/continuous
delivery) able to deploy different configurations faster
Assisted STeX and Bitdepositary to move project to the right stage on wings.ai
Updated mobile device detection: we will use user_agent instead of display dimension
Start a project flow now covered by e2e tests

Release #1.16 has been deployed to mainnet
Functional testing and polishing of automatic light bridge deployment + crowdfunding start via UI
investigated backend components and started refactoring to make architecture more flexible and make CI/CD (continuous
integration/continuous delivery) able to deploy different configurations faster
Completed smart contract test framework refactoring
Forecasting flow configuration now covered by e2e tests

Testing simplified project creation wizard
UI bug fixes
Forecasters' FRs have been updated
Backend refactoring

Continuing work on simplified project creation wizard (light bridge is created and deployed automatically, implementing UI
elements to start crowdfunding)
UI improvements

13.08.2018 17.08.2018

06.08.2018 10.08.2018

30.07.2018 03.08.2018

23.07.2018 27.07.2018

16.07.2018 20.07.2018

Continuing work on simplified project creation wizard (light bridge auto deploy)
UI improvements

Continuing work on simplified project creation wizard (light bridge auto deploy)
IPFS version updated
Backend refactoring issues fixed
"Rewards ready" UI tag on project cards
Full integration option updated (supports question in fiat)
Backend updates for gathering blockchain data for analysis

Fixed: Arcona issue (wrong project stage on UI)
Fixed: wrong Polyswarm token name at wallet
Security: wallet access feature has been removed from mobile
Fixed: Claim rewards button disappearing
Continuing work on simplified project creation wizard

Fix for UI issues with WhiteRabbit and COTI
Question in fiat on full integration
Working on light bridge auto-deploy so that no tech experience will be required to start forecasting
Preparing STeX rewards
Forecast amount and your forecast value added to project page for all project stages
Project creation wizard flow improvements
Updated text on forecasting configuration screen

v.1.15 released
Analytics system improvement
Listing simplification: updating smart contracts for light bridge contract auto-deploy

